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This Month’s News: DecemberFest
The December 10th dinner is scheduled to be held at Oxnard’s Heritage Square La Dolce Vita
restaurant from 6:30 PM until 10 PM. We will thank our reelected officers for their service,
install Steve WA6EJO into his new office and thank Richard Abbey WB6AEW for his service to
the club as one of our At-Large Board Members. We will also announce the winners of the
Monday Night Net Contest. A quiz and prizes are expected to be part of the entertainment.
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Message from the President
The Prez Sez,
In December our club traditionally celebrates its
member’s holiday spirit with a DecemberFest
dinner meeting. At that celebration, we thank
those members who served our club and welcome
new officers as well as those who were elected to
continue to serve in their current positions.
Additionally, there is a “New Year” component to
our DecemberFest meeting; this meeting is the
last formal activity of the club before the New
Year and everyone looks forward to the fresh
ideas and anticipated changes that new officers
bring.
I think of the many members that I have worked
with while I served as President, At-large Board
Member, and President before that; our club has
gained new members and lost others. I searched
for a poem that would best describe some of my
feelings about being a member of the club. It is
called Teamwork” by Edgar Albert Guest
(https://www.slideshare.net/leadyourteam/20poems-to-inspire-your-team).
It's all very well to have courage and skill
And it's fine to be counted a star,
But the single deed with its touch of thrill
Doesn't tell the man you are;
For there's no lone hand in the game we play,
We must work to a bigger scheme,
And the thing that counts in the world to-day
Is, How do you pull with the team?
They may sound your praise and call you great,
They may single you out for fame,
But you must work with your running mate
Or you'll never win the game;
Oh, never the work of life is done
By the man with a selfish dream,
For the battle is lost or the battle is won
By the spirit of the team.
You may think it fine to be praised for skill,
But a greater thing to do
Is to set your mind and set your will
On the goal that's just in view;
It's helping your fellowman to score
When his chances hopeless seem;
Its forgetting self till the game is o're
And fighting for the team. (Continued on Next
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Message from the President (Continued)
Looking backward:
The November 12th 2021 meeting was held at The Dudley House at 19:00 and we had 21
persons physically present with 18 members and 3 guests (Yoshio KE6ACH, Michael KF6UV, and
Curtis AJ6QC). Jeremy KN6JMD reported that we had 2 members present via Zoom (Pedro
K6MIL and Tim KN6JGB). We held our nominations and voted for all of the offices. All of the
current officers were reelected including two of the three at-large board members; Richard
WB6AEW did not stand for reelection and Steve WA6EJO was elected. Denney N6HV spoke
about the sun and ham radio propagation. Everyone enjoyed Denney's presentation and several
questions were asked. Both donated and "freebie" items were available and several items were
purchased. Thanks again to Linda Shank, our refreshment coordinator, who brought the
refreshments.
Looking Forward:
Our next activity is on Friday, December 10th. Called the DecemberFest dinner, 25 members
and their guests have RSVP’d. We will meet at La Dolce Vita Ristorante Heritage Square 740 S. B
Street Oxnard 93030 (https://ladolcevita1901.com/) Oxnard at 18:30 (6:30 PM). We will have a
buffet and the menu is located on our groups.io website at
https://groups.io/g/K6MEP/files/2021%20DecemberFest%20Selection%20Criteria%20%281210
21%29/La%20Dolce%20Vita%20Restaurant%20K6MEP%20DecemberFest%20Dinner%20Menu
%20for%20December%2010.pdf.
Our proposed agenda is introducing our new at-large board member, Steve Noll WA6EJO,
presenting a Certificate of Appreciation and thanking Richard Abbey WB6AEW for his service as
the outgoing at-large board member, acknowledging the continued service from our president,
vice-president Clem KM6OKZ, secretary Pedro K6MIL, treasurer John W6JPG, Mark Swaney
KA6ASL and Dave AI6VX as continuing at-large board members.
Now that the new board is elected, there will be many opportunities to serve the club in the
areas listed below (the following are the current members who serve in an important club
role with two open positions):
Program
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Keyer Editor
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Message from the President (Continued)
My safety share (excerpt from https://health.usnews.com/health-news/healthwellness/articles/2015/12/03/dont-fall-for-christmas-lights-illuminating-safety-in-holidaydecorating by Michael O. Schroeder) for the month of December is “Don't Fall for Christmas
Lights: Illuminating Safety in Holiday Decorating”.

Take simple steps to keep the season festive and prevent life-altering injuries from
falls.
How can you safely light up your home without landing in the hospital?


Hire out if you can afford it. Particularly if you’re planning an over-the-top, extravagant
array of holiday illuminations, think about hiring a pro to do it, so you’re not exposed to
the fall risk.
 Assess your physical abilities and limitations. Dr. Michael Hocker, chief of emergency
medicine at Duke University Hospital in Durham, North Carolina advises anyone with
balance issues or taking blood thinners – medications that increase the risk of
bleeding should an injury arise – to avoid climbing ladders. Individuals with such risk
factors should similarly avoid working from heights, including on roofs.
 Survey the weather. If DIYing, consider: Do you really need to install lights when it’s
extremely windy? “Treat the weather with respect,” Dr. Chad Ball, a trauma and cancer
surgeon at the University of Calgary-affiliated Foothills Medical Centre in Alberta says.
That means rescheduling your decorating efforts if a winter storm or other nasty
outdoor condition could make the experience dangerous.
 Make sure you have firm footing. Falls can occur from roofs and railings, and experts
say they commonly involve a tumble from a ladder. So, ladder safety is a must:
o First, choose a ladder that’s long enough for the job, Patty Davis, a spokeswoman
for the Consumer Product Safety Commission says: “That is, one that extends at
least 3 feet over the roofline or working surface.”
o Put the ladder only on level, firm ground, and make sure it can support your weight.
o Set up the ladder at a 75 degree angle, and away from doors that could be opened or
power lines.
o Have a helper hold the ladder.
Have a safe and happy holiday and peaceful and prosperous New Year 2022
73, Robert KM6RSS
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Minutes of the November 7th, 2021, VCARC Board Meeting
MEETING LOCATION: Zoom
BOARD ATTENDEES
OFFICE
LAST

FIRST

CALL SIGN

PRESENT

PRESIDENT

SHANK

ROBERT

KM6RSS

x

VP

ALBERTS

CLEMENT

KM6OKZ

SECRETARY

MORILLAS

PEDRO

K6MIL

x

TREASURER

GARTMAN

JOHN

W6JPG

x

BOARD

ABBEY

RICHARD

WB6AEW

BOARD

SCHMIDT

DAVE

AI6VX

x

BOARD
SWANEY
MARK
KD6ASL
GENERAL MEMBER ATTENDEES:
Stewart KG6BOV, Wayne N6WIX, Burt KA6BJA, Mark Vodon KI6PTE, Denney N6HV, Steve
WA6EJO, Bob KD6UDA and call-in user-1 (unknown)
CALL TO ORDER 19:03
Open the meeting at 19:03 and there were 4 out of a possible 7 board members
present. Missing were Vice President Clem KM6OKZ, At-large board members Mark
Swaney KD6ASL and Richard Abbey WB6AEW.
Minutes:
 We now have 41 paid-up members.
 Minutes of the October board meeting were approved as published in the Keyer.
 Minutes of the October general meeting were approved as published in the
Keyer.
 Discussed status of ARRL membership status for the membership roster; the
Secretary will update the ARRL website K6MEP membership report in January,
2022.
 Discussed collection of 2022 dues status, there are 15 unpaid members, expect
more payment at our November 12th meeting.
 Treasurer: The club’s savings account, checking account and petty cash balance
were presented.
 Dudley House cashed the rent check.
Committee Reports:
 Members Health and Safety
o The board decided that no changes are to be made for November’s
General Membership Meeting at Dudley House; indoor masking is still
required, as it was last month. Refreshments are still planned to be
served. (Continued on next page)
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Minutes of the November 7, 2021 Board Meeting (Continued)











Robert reviewed the November 12th proposed agenda for the general
membership meeting.
ARC quote for training
o The cost for 15 people to be trained in Adult CPR/AED is $1450*; each
additional person would cost $80. *Billing minimum of 8 participants per
class session. The board decided not to pursue the training.
o First aid kits recommendations and costs will be submitted by Mark
Vodon in a tabular format at a later date.
By Laws
o The update on member-recommended edits has been completed and
emails were transmitted to all members.
Election Committee Report
o Burt reported he is ready to execute his duties at the November 12th
meeting. A current ballot with nominees was emailed to all members
Special Orders:
o Inventory
•
Denney reported that he didn’t have the specific details for
last month’s TRW items that were sold, but approximately
$150.00 was collected
Unfinished Business:
o Accounting Process Discussion
•
Robert reported on his review of VCCU categories and
assignment of transactions to those categories; a report on
the existing categories and budget amounts will follow via
email.
o Social Functions
•
The Annual December Dinner will be held on December 10 at
La Dolce Vita restaurant in Oxnard. Price per person is
estimated to be approximately $30.00 plus tax and gratuities.
New Business:
o ARRL Club Commission Program
•
Robert mentioned that the club earns $15 per new ARRL
member and $2 for existing ARRL member if we handle the
paperwork. (continued on next page)
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Minutes of the November 7, 2021 Board Meeting (Continued)
o Creation of a Santa Barbara Section chairperson to interface with John
Kitchens Santa Barbara Section manager
•
Mark Swaney KD6ASL previously suggested the board
consider creating a Santa Barbara Section chairperson to
interface with John Kitchens NS6X. This topic was tabled.
Announcements:
The November 12th K6MEP club meeting is scheduled to be held at the Dudley
House and our agenda is to hold nominations for our board as well as vote for the
nominees. Additionally, we will vote for our recently presented amended bylaws.
Denney N6HV will discuss "Sun and Ham Radio Propagation". We plan on discussing
the location for our DecemberFest dinner. As always, visitors are welcome to attend!
Adjournment:
Meeting adjourned at 8:08 PM
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Minutes of the November 12th, 2021 VCARC General Meeting
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING 19:00
MEETING ADDRESS: Dudley Historical House, 197 N. Ashwood Dr. Ventura CA 93003
ATTENDANCE: Listed on Roll Check-In Sheet
Social half-hour started at 19:00 and was used for set-up, social time, refreshments and
checking out the donations and freebie tables. Thanks to all who followed the Ventura County’s
health rules and wore their mask except when eating and/or drinking or presenting to the club.
CALLED TO ORDER (AT 19:30)
President Robert KM6RSS opened the meeting at 7:30 PM. There were 5 out of a possible 7
board members present, 21 persons were physically present with 18 members and 3 guests
(Yoshio KE6ACH, Michael KF6UV and Curtis AJ6QC). 2 members were present via Zoom (Tim
KN6JGB and Pedro K6MIL). Many thanks to Jeremy Climer KN6JMD, who expertly operated the
equipment and produced our Zoom meeting. He created and sent out the Zoom credentials to
everyone on the K6MEP.groups.io list. We had two guests join the club (Curtis Edwards AJ6QC
[a former member] and Michael KF6UV) and one member renewed.
OFFICER ATTENDEES
OFFICE

LAST

FIRST

CALL SIGN

PRESENT

PRESIDENT

SHANK

ROBERT

KM6RSS

X

VP

ALBERTS

CLEMENT

KM6OKZ

SECRETARY

MORILLAS

PEDRO

K6MIL

TREASURER

JOHN

GARTMAN

W6JPG

X

BOARD

ABBEY

RICHARD

WB6AEW

X

BOARD

SCHMIDT

DAVE

AI6VX

X

BOARD

SWANEY

MARK

KD6ASL

X

Minutes:


President Robert referred to the minutes of the board meeting held on Sunday
October 5th, 2021, that had been published in the November Keyer (which were
presented to the board on November 7th and voted to be accepted as written).
 Robert referred to the minutes of the general membership meeting held on
October 8th that had been published in the November Keyer (which were
presented to the board on November 7th and voted to be accepted as written).
 Robert announced that nominations and elections will be held at tonight’s
meeting and Denney N6HV would be presenting after the election.
Officer’s Reports:
 Treasurer John W6JPG provided the status of the club’s accounts.
(Continued on next page)
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Minutes of the VCARC November 12th, 2021 (continued)
Committee Reports
 Robert provided the status of the K6MEP Monday Night Contest–44 weeks, 762
check-ins with 128 visitors, 17.32 average and the following have perfect (44
weeks in a row) attendance: Dave AI6VX, Denney N6HV and Robert KM6RSS.
Rod KA6GSU and Clem KM6OKZ are in second place with 43 and Jeremy KN6JMD
is in third with 42. Denney volunteered to be the net controller for the
November 15th net.
 Denney N6HV presented the status of the club’s inventory by stating that he sold
about $150 at last month’s TRW. Since he had his car for transport, only small
items were taken and some sold.
 Mark Vodon KI6PTE provided an update about the club’s safety equipment
needs and will present a table of kits, their contents, and costs at the December
6th Board Meeting.
 Mark Swaney KD6ASL commented about updates to the recommended
amendments of the Bylaws committee. There will be some changes and the
updated proposed amendments will hopefully be sent out in time for the
January 14th 2022 meeting.
New Business:
a. Nominations for Club Officers. Burt, the club’s election commissioner,
announced the current nominations for the officers and board (that the
secretary sent via email to all members on November 8th) and asked for
additional nominations from the voting members. Bob Brodie, KJ6AAE
self-nominated to be placed on the ballot for the at-large board member
and Robert instructed the voting members to include his name in the
appropriate area of the ballot.
b. Burt had the ballots distributed and collected them after the voting was
complete. He tallied them while the presentation was being set up and
Mark Swaney KD6ASL read the results.
President - Robert was re-elected.
Vice President – Clem was re-elected.
Secretary – Pedro was re-elected.
Treasurer – John was re-elected.
At-large Board Members (3):
Mark Swaney KD6ASL and Dave AI6VX were re-elected and Steve Noll
WA6EJO was elected. (Continued on next page)
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Minutes of the VCARC November 12th, 2021 (continued)
Presentation
15 minute break
Introduction of tonight’s speaker: Denney N6HV presented "The Sun and Ham Radio
Propagation”
He gave his presentation and answered several questions about the Sun’s effect on ham radio
propagation.
After the question period was over, Denney received grateful applause.

Announcements:
13: Ride for the Red; CVARC Radio School, Oxnard High School Band Competition
14: Newbie Net 15: K6MEP Monday Night Net and Zoom Meeting, please volunteer for NC
16: ACS/ARES Tuesday Night Net
20:CVARC Radio School
21:Newbie Net
22: K6MEP Monday Night Net and Zoom Meeting, please volunteer for NC
23: ACS/ARES Tuesday Night Net
25: Thanksgiving
27: CVARC Radio School
28:Newbie Net
29:K6MEP Monday Night Net and Zoom Meeting, please volunteer for NC
30:ACS/ARES Tuesday Night Net
Robert reminded everyone about our club’s next meeting date, December 10, where we will
celebrate our DecemberFest dinner at La Dolce Vita in Oxnard’s Heritage Square (the same
location we enjoyed in 2019). A poll has been sent to all K6MEP groups.io members asking
them to respond with the number of persons in their party. Robert asked that everyone who
hasn’t completed the poll to send an email to K6MEP@qsl.net letting us know your plans.
Robert also included a dinner sign-up sheet that was distributed to all attendees. He also
followed-up with an email to all of the people who attended the 2019 DecemberFest dinner
who were still living in the Ventura County and who hadn’t responded to date.
Robert thanked everyone for their attendance and acknowledged those who brought
donations. Additionally, Linda Shank, our club refreshment coordinator, was thanked for
providing the refreshments for tonight’s meeting.
Robert announces that everyone was invited to join us at Toppers to socialize.

Adjournment:
Robert asked for a motion to adjourn and a second. The members voted to adjourn at 21:19.
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K6MEP Monday Night Net Update
Our 2021 Contest started on January 11 and will end on December 6th. Make sure to set your
calendar alarms to remind you to check-in and join the Zoom get-together that follows.
Our Net is held each Monday night at 20:00 hrs. local time (we won't hold the net on Christmas
Eve/Day or New Year's Eve/Day if they fall on a Monday). We welcome all Ham operators so
please check-in and join the roundtable discussion. The net is on Two Meters on the WD6EBY
Repeater of Oxnard on 145.200 MHz with a negative offset and a PL of 127.3. Many thanks to
PVARC and Paul WD6EBY for hosting our meeting on the repeater. We also have a Zoom
meeting during the net at 20:00; see the K6MEP.groups.io calendar for details.
The rules are as follows: The person who checks-in to the K6MEP Monday Night Net Contest
must hold a valid Amateur Radio License. If a non-member wins, they will be given a two-year
membership in the club. The awards consist of $100.00 for first place, $50.00 for second place
and $25.00 for third place. In case of ties, the awards will be split equally among the members
who qualify for the monetary award.
To give those who are interested in the experience of being part of our Monday Night Net
Contest as Control Operators, we’ve created a sign-up sheet so that all those who would like to
get in front of their microphones and lead our nets have a chance. Many thanks to all of our
members who have volunteered and provided our net control operations. There are still
openings for the 2021 net control operators, as shown in the table below:

If you would like to volunteer, please contact me with the date you would like and I’ll
update the list, which is saved to our K6MEP.groups.io website.
As of November 29th, we’ve held 47 nets and had a total of 803 check-ins including 133 visitor
check-ins and an average of 17.09 per Monday night. 3-members have checked in every
Monday night for 47 Monday nights in a row. They are Dave AI6VX, Robert KM6RSS and Denney
N6HV. Rod KA6GSU and Clem KM6OKZ have 46 check-ins. Jeremy KN6JMD has 45. On the next
page is the Monday Night Net Contest Totals to Date. Our groups.io has all of the documents in
the files folder.
(Continued on next page)
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K6MEP Monday Night Net Update (Continued)
Monday Night Net Contest Totals to Date
Week
#
Date
Total Visitors
1
1/11/2021
22
4
2
1/18/2021
22
3
3
1/25/2021
22
6
4
2/1/2021
18
3
5
2/8/2021
17
2
6
2/15/2021
18
3
7
2/22/2021
20
4
8
3/1/2021
17
3
9
3/8/2021
26
8
10
3/15/2021
20
5
11
3/22/2021
22
7
12
3/29/2021
17
3
13
4/5/2021
20
7
14
4/12/2021
19
4
15
4/19/2021
18
3
16
4/26/2021
17
4
17
5/3/2021
20
4
18
5/10/2021
13
2
19
5/17/2021
15
1
20
5/24/2021
19
5
21
5/31/2021
16
2
22
6/7/2021
20
3
23
6/14/2021
14
2
24
6/21/2021
23
5

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

6/28/2021
7/5/2021
7/12/2021
7/19/2021
7/26/2021
8/2/2021
8/9/2021
8/16/2021
8/23/2021
8/30/2021
9/7/2021
9/13/2021
9/20/2021
9/27/2021
10/4/2021
10/11/2021
10/18/2021
10/25/2021
11/1/2021
11/8/2021
11/15/2021
11/22/2021
11/29/2021
Total

14
21
19
17
16
17
16
13
16
16
16
14
15
15
16
12
11
16
14
13
14
11
16
803
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1
5
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
3
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
133
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Thoughts from the West - Reese West KQ6TT
THE FIELDS OF SOME NARROW BEAM ANTENNAS
This topic is the result of a puzzling aspect of electromagnetic wave propagation. For a long time I thought
that some of the descriptions of how the waves propagate was just plain wrong. The applications of the
standard equations worked. However, I thought the accompanying explanations were incorrect. I especially
felt this after finding that the units of volts per meter for the electric field was definitely incorrect. I then took
a look at other parts of the propagating fields to see if other factors were incorrect. None of this changes the
normally written and accepted equations in any way. Equations work as they are taught and written.
Therefore, the following has value only in enlarging understanding.
Item one is the incorrect units for the electric field in propagating as a continuous line of the field. The
description of the field is that it is a continuous line that has no breaks, and as such that it can be visualized in
a unbroken loop of some shape. If the units are volts per meter with positive volts in one direction and
negative volts in the other, there is a problem. If you choose a point as a reference, and then visualize going
in the positive direction, you will be at a positive voltage when you finish traversing the loop. But, you cannot
be at a positive voltage because you have returned to the starting point which is the reference. So, if the line
is continuous, the voltage units cannot be correct. I did write this some months ago. I began to wonder if
that the electric field line was always continuous.
Item two is the main problem I have been considering is about that electric field. How do you draw it in some
kind of electric field loop for a narrow beam antenna? For a simple vertical antenna the electric field would
just be a circle. But try to draw a loop of some kind around a narrow beam propagation drawing. Anything
you draw will have some major propagation in the opposite direction, which makes no sense. We know that
the narrow beam signal would diffract around an obstruction. Why doesn't the narrow beam just diffract as it
travels normally? There has to be a stable structure which can hold together. I tried several explanations
which did not hold up under examination. The answer of what the structure is comes from another
phenomenon.
Take a look at a signal propagating over earth ground. Part of the signal can be reflected up by the ground.
When that ground reflection passes through the same space as the direct signal, there are places where the
two signals add together and places where they cancel. Notice that they both propagate through each other
with no disturbance. They totally ignore each other. Now take a look at a dipole antenna in free space with
one reflecting element. The reflecting element causes the energy to reverse direction, combining with the
main signal and giving a higher energy field. These two signals add together in the direction we want. The
signal, which would have gone the other direction except for the presence of a reflector, would have an
electric field in the opposite direction to the desired signal. We have delayed the reflected wave by 180
degrees, which now has it in phase with the main signal. Roughly, what we did was take the circular field that
would have originated from the antenna, fold the circle in half, flip it over to lay on top of the other half, and
make the phases match. This gives us two independent signals propagating together that appear to be a
single signal. The main electric fields add up to a half circle or semicircle. If you travel around one electric
field, you will come to a point where you reverse direction and travel around the other electric field, back
toward where you started. The two fields are totally independent of each other. They just appear to be a
single signal because they add together. These combined signals are stable and appear to propagate as one
signal. This combined combination will diffract when disturbed, otherwise, it is stable. And it appears that
the electric field is folded and is still continuous!
Reese West KQ6TT November 11, 2021
(Continued on next page)
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Thoughts from the West - Reese West KQ6TT (continued)
Post Script
The following is so pretentious; I have a hard time writing it.
A STEP TOWARD UNDERSTANDING THE PARTICLE-WAVE DUALITY OF PHOTONS
What we have, from the main topic above, is that an electric wave can propagate in a stable manner if the
associated fields have a structure with full loops for the fields. If these fields are obstructed so they cannot
continue propagating as a unit, the fields will diffract and bend in other directions. This is also what probably
happens in the two slot experiments with photons. With a single slot, the photon just goes through the slot
undisturbed. With two slots, the photon's wave structure is broken and then it possibly diffracts. All of the
ideas associated with these kinds of experiments will have to be reviewed from a new concept point of view.
These experiments already have some problems which have been ignored. If a single atom is sent through
two slots, it behaves the same as a photon. Why haven't experiments been done to determine the sizes of
single photons and atoms? Why hasn't the super large apparent size of the single atom been recognized as
another state of matter beyond solid, liquid, gas, and plasma?
What other wave forms of energy propagation exists like that from a Yagi? A torus structure in gases and
liquids can propagate in a stable manner. I know of no other wave structure that can propagate like that from
the narrow beam Yagi and probably the photon. Therefore, all the comparisons of the two slot results with
the usual wave phenomena do not apply at all.
Right now, it appears that what we see that appears to be a ’wave’; a phenomenon of light through two slits is
just the normal behavior of photons propagating independently of each other. The historic interpretations of
all the results of the two slot experiments could be invalid because no one determined the size of the photon
and how the slots affected them. The comparison with a water wave going through a breakwater with two
openings is invalid because there is no equivalent water wave propagation method of no diffraction through a
single slit. There is no water wave propagation like the simple Yagi antenna. Remember that the Yagi type
wave will diffract if disturbed. There is not a one to one comparison, so any attempt to do that comparison is
invalid.
The statement to disprove is: All photons propagate independently with no interaction between them unless
possibly when their fields are disturbed. The 'wave' type action seen in the two slit experiments is just the
action of individual photons all behaving with no mysterious dual behavior.
Well.
I crawled way out on the limb. I would welcome anyone sawing it off, so I can stop working on this. I
have already written a lot about what new experiments should have been done on the two slit experiments.
If any interest is shown about this topic, I will post it. Otherwise, I am done with this topic.
Laurice J. West KQ6TT
November 20, 2021
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Selected December Contests & Special Events
Please see QST or the ARRL website (www.arrl.org) for any details and QSL information.
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Contest Corral
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Upcoming FCC Exam Session Preparation Sites
(Virtual only; physical classes are unavailable this month within 100 miles of Ventura)
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Upcoming FCC Exam Test
(Within 50 miles) Due to the Coronavirus outbreak, please verify with your VE team that the
exam session is being held.
GLAARG is offering remote testing; see
Website: CVARC.org
https://glaarg.org/remote-sessions/ for
details
Calabasas CA 91302 Online only
12/19/2021
Santa Monica CA 90403-5610
Sponsor: Goodkin Family
12/11/2021
Date: Dec 19 2021
Sponsor: The PAPA system
Time: 9:30 AM (No Walk-ins / Register or
Time: 7:00 AM (No Walk-ins / Register or
Call ahead)
Call ahead)
Contact: Norm Goodkin
Contact: Norm Goodkin
(818) 613-2257
(818) 222-7893
Email: hamclass@goodkin.net
Email: hamclass@goodkin.net
VEC: Greater LA VEC
VEC: Greater LA VEC
Location: Online
Location: Fromin's Deli and Rest
ONLINE ONLY - visit website to register
1832 Wilshire Blvd
Calabasas CA 91302
Santa Monica CA 90403-5610
Website: https://hamstudy.org/sessions/gl
Pre-registration required
aarg/wb6ohw
Thousand Oaks CA 91360-6861
12/12/21
Sponsor: CVARC
Time: 8:30 AM (No Walk-ins / Register or
Call ahead)
Contact: Andy Ludlum
818-370-3402
Email: agludlum@gmail.com
VEC: ARRL/VEC
Location: County Sheriff's E County Station,
Community Room
2101 E Olsen Rd between Hwy 23 & Reagan
Library
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360-6861

Santa Monica CA 90403-5610
01/08/2022
Sponsor: The PAPA system
Date: Jan 08 2022
Time: 7:00 AM (No Walk-ins / Register or
Call ahead)
Contact: Norm Goodkin
(818) 613-2257
Email: hamclass@goodkin.net
VEC: Greater LA VEC
Location: Fromin's Deli and Rest
1832 Wilshire Blvd
Pre-registration required
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On Exam Day Bring the Following Items:
1. One legal photo ID (identification):
a. State Driver’s License, b. Government issued Passport, c. Military or Law Enforcement Officer
Photo ID card, d. Student School Photo ID card, e. State Photo ID card.
2. If no photo ID is available, two forms of identification:
a. Non-photo State ID card (some states still have them), b. Birth certificate (must have the
appropriate seal), c. Social security card, d. Employer's wage statement or Minor's work permit,
e. School ID card, f. School or Public Library card, g. Utility bill, bank statement or other business
correspondence that specifically names the person; or a postmarked envelope addressed to the
person at his or her current mailing address as it appears on the Form 605.
3. Students/minors without a photo ID need to bring only one of the above items if a legal guardian
presents their photo ID; otherwise two non-photo IDs are required. Minor children (under the
age of 18) may be accompanied in the room by an adult during the test.
4. FCC Registration Number (FRN): VECs are required by the FCC to submit your FRN with your
license application form. New license applicants must create an FCC user account and register
their Social Security Number (SSN) in the FCC Commission Registration System (CORES) before
attending exam sessions. Registrants will be assigned an FRN which will be used in all license
transactions with the FCC. For instructions on how to register your SSN and receive an FRN from
the FCC, visit the FCC's Registration page and the FCC's Registration instructions page. Per FCC
rules, a valid email address is also mandatory on the application form.
5. If applicable, bring a printed copy of your Amateur Radio license. Acceptable copies or printouts
of licenses are available from the following sources: the official license or reference license
printed from the FCC website or license data printed from the ARRL website or QRZ website. The
original(s) and photocopy(s) of any Certificates of Successful Completion of Examination (CSCE)
you may hold from previous exam sessions. If your license has already been issued by the FCC,
the CSCE showing license credit is not needed. The candidate is required to show proof of the
current license to the team but the team is no longer required to submit the proof to the VEC.
Expired license proof must be submitted to the team and to the VEC for processing to FCC.
These photocopies will not be returned. Instructions on how to obtain an official FCC license
copy are on our Obtain License Copy web page.
6. Two number two pencils with erasers and a pen for in-person sessions.
7. A calculator with the memory erased and formulas cleared is allowed. You may not bring any
written notes or calculations into the exam session. Slide rules and logarithmic tables are
acceptable, as long as they're free of notes and formulas. Cell phone must be silenced or turned
off during the exam session and the phones' calculator function may not be used. In addition,
iPhones, iPads, Androids, smartphones, Blackberry devices and all similar electronic devices with
a calculator capability, may NOT be used.
8. Bring a check, a money order or cash to cover the exam session fee(s). Check the ARRL VEC’s
current exam fees. The FCC hasn’t started to accept the $35 fee, which will be paid directly to the FCC.
9. Be aware that some information about you will be made publicly available on the FCC's website.
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Trivia for December 2021
Someone once said:
Mark Twain once said:
What do politicians and diapers have in common?
Both need to be changed often.
Both for the same reason.
W. C. Fields once said:
I was in love with a beautiful blonde once.
She drove me to drink, I am so happy to have met her.
Will Rodgers once said:
When congress tells a joke, they turn it into a law,
And some of their laws are a joke.
Merry Christmas
Dana. KG6WXE 🎄🎄🎄🎄

From the December 1938 Gil Book (ARRL download of A Collection of Classic Cartoons from QST)
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K6MEP Monday Night Net Script (starting December 6th)
QST- QST- QST. This is ________(Name)____________(Call Sign), with the Ventura County Amateur
Radio Club Net. If there is any station with EMERGENCY or PRIORITY Traffic that needs the immediate
use of this frequency, please come now.
Hearing none, the following is a QST. This is _______(Name) __________ (Call Sign), tonight’s net
control station for the Ventura County Amateur Radio Club Net. If, at any time, during tonight’s net,
anyone needs this frequency for emergency or priority traffic, please call net control, and we will
respond appropriately.
This is a directed net, open to all amateur radio operators and is sponsored by K6MEP, the call sign for
VCARC. This net begins each Monday evening at 20:00 local time on the WD6EBY linked repeater
system.
The primary frequency of this net is 145.200 MHz with a minus offset and a PL of 127.3 Hz. If the
repeater should fail for any reason, we can use South Mtn. repeater on 146.385 MHz with a positive
offset and a PL of 127.3 Hz as backup.
All amateurs are welcome to check in after the following announcements.
A roundtable will follow the check-ins. A rag chew session may follow the formal net. We will have a
Zoom meeting following the net.
At this time I will call on tonight’s alternate net control station ___________(Name) ____________ (Call)
(Pause for alternate NC check in). If for any reason my station should become inoperable the alternate
net control station will proceed with the net.
K6MEP, the Ventura County Amateur Radio Club, meets at 19:00 hours on the second Friday of each
month at The Dudley House, 197 N Ashwood Ave, Ventura, CA. The club meeting will also be on Zoom.
Our next meeting will be on Friday ______________ (insert date). We urge any non-members interested
in the VCARC to contact us at K6MEP@qsl.net. Non-members interested in amateur radio are welcome
to attend our meetings.
When you check-in, please give your call sign (phonetically), name and if you are a VCARC member. If
you are not a member of the club, please include your QTH or location.
Please check in now.
(Check-ins completed): Hearing no other check-ins, we will now begin with our Roundtable ********
Any last comments? ******** Any late, missed, or visitor check-ins?
Please check-in now.
Hearing no new check-ins does anyone have anything else they would like to add to tonight’s net?
Hearing none;
(Closing): This concludes the VCARC weekly net at _____hours. Thank you for your interest and
participation. Also thanks to Paul Strauss, WD6EBY, for the use of the repeater for our K6MEP net.
73, this is _______(Name) __________ call sign), tonight’s VCARC net control, signing off and returning
the repeater to its normal use.
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Convention and Hamfest Calendar
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What Exactly Does An Antenna Tuner Tune?
By Dave Ingold, WB9SXG (https://www.westmountainradio.com/pdf/Quarter-4-2021.pdf)
Reprinted with permission (with minor edits)
What do antenna tuners tune? Someone could say “Well, obviously, the antenna” This obvious
answer is not so clear. Remember, an antenna tuner is connected between the transmitter
output and the feed line - antenna combo. So, maybe it tunes the feed line and all that follows
it, including the antenna. The more exact answer is, it matches the antenna - feed line combo
to something the transmitter likes to see.
Let’s explain: The process of tuning is simply making something resonate with what we are
tuning it against. Let’s tune a guitar: We can take the top E string and pluck an A then we adjust
the A string until it vibrates and plays the A in a sympathetic vibration with the top string A note
that we just plucked. Alternatively, we can pluck both the top string; we placed our paw on the
A fret and pluck the open A string and adjust until we hear no beating sound (they sound the
same). So, what we are doing is to make each guitar string resonate with the stings plucked on
the same note plucked above that string played on the same note.
Now that we tuned our guitar, let’s tune our antenna! We want to make our antenna resonate
with the frequency the transmitter throws out. The first thing we need to do is to match the
impedance of our antenna assembly with what the transmitter wants to see. My transmitter
wants to see 50 ohms (a value that includes both resistance and reactance, more later), so we
need our feed line and antenna to show the transmitter a 50 ohm load. Impedance is measured
in ohms. The maximum power transfer theorem is a fancy way of saying that to get maximum
power (from the transceiver) transferred to a load (the feedline and antenna), the transmitter
output impedance and the load impedance has to be equal. Most ham transmitters want to see
50 ohm load impedance connected to the output.
Ohms implies that we need to look at Ohm’s law, right? Power (measured in watts) is the
voltage times the current. Voltage is the current times the impedance (measured in ohms).
Current is the voltage divided by the impedance. Impedance comes in 2 flavors: resistance and
reactance. Resistance is the same amount of ohms in both DC and AC. 50 ohms resistance is 50
ohms, no matter what frequency the current through it is. In fact, we can connect a 50 ohm
resistor with enough wattage rating to our transmitter and our transmitter is perfectly happy
throwing out all its power into that poor resistor. It won’t put out anything on the air except a
lot of heat. This is actually what we call a dummy load. Dummy loads are not supposed to put
out anything on the air.
(Continued on next page)
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What Exactly Does An Antenna Tuner Do? (Continued)
So, impedance is both resistance and reactance. Resistance is constant no matter what type of
current or voltage, or frequency. Now we also have reactance: there are two kinds; capacitive
and inductive. Reactance is also measured in ohms, but the ohms vary with frequency. The
higher the frequency, the higher the ohms in inductive reactance. The lower the frequency, the
higher the ohms in capacitive reactance. What can we use to tune our antenna? Let’s see,
hmm, a variable inductor and variable capacitor? That’s right!
Antenna tuners are basically a variable capacitor and inductor network. With a manual antenna
tuner, we just fiddle around with the capacitance and inductance to get a good match the
transmitter likes to see. As an example, an automatic antenna tuner, like the TARGETuner
Mobile Antenna Management System, takes away all that fiddling. It senses the RF signal the
transmitter is throwing out. It even “looks” at it, then automatically sets the inductive and
capacitive reactance to the transmitter frequency and remembers these settings in its memory
bank. It displays the transmission frequency and SWR with a digital display and can even sound
an alarm when the SWR gets too high. This is useful when an antenna accidentally gets knocked
off or broken or whatever happens. Believe me; anything can happen with a mobile rig!
The TARGETuner can even read the frequency directly from the radio using a serial input port to
take input from CI-V, CAT or serial rig control. Antenna tuners only go so far as to matching
impedance from your feed line and antenna to the transmitter. The antenna itself may not be
radiating that entire signal but as far as your transmitter is concerned, it’s happy. It’s happy
with what ohms the antenna tuner made it look like. The real question is where are all those
watts going? Hopefully, it goes out the antenna. In my novice days, I didn’t have a lot of money
as a teenager and struggling college student to afford low loss coax. I thought tube equipment
was fairly tolerant with whatever I connected to them. I just dangled out a wire close to half
wave or quarter wave at 40 or 20 or 10 meters out my dorm window. I was more worried about
getting caught than SWR and resonance and radiation patterns. I was mostly concerned with
just not banging my weight on the windows underneath me! As a result, I had high losses and
bad SWR with no signal getting out.
Just bear in mind, antenna tuners only go so far. It is one thing to make a feed line and antenna
resonant, but also keep in mind a good feed line and good antenna will finish what an antenna
tuner started.
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ARRL News
(All photos and icons from ARRL.org or other specified sources).

(Continued on next page)
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ARRL News (Continued)

(Continued on next page)
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ARRL News (Continued)

(Continued on next page)
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ARRL News (Continued)
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ARRL News (Continued)
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ARRL News (Continued)
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ARRL News (Continued)
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US Amateur Radio Bands
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W1AW Schedule
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